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SIMPLE MINDEDNESS: IN DEFENSE OF NAIVENATURALISMIN THE PHILOSOPHY OF MIND. By JENNIFER HORNSBY. Cambridge:Harvard UniversityPress, 1997. Pp. ix, 265.
JenniferHornsby's SimpleMindednessconsists of twelveessays organized
into sectionsfocusingon three issues: the ontologyof persons and mental
events,how actions fitinto a world of naturallaw,and the nature of intentional explanations.Most of the essayshave been previouslypublished but
many of these are revisedand include addenda. The collection is unified
by its defendinga position in the philosophyof mind Hornsbycalls "naive
naturalism."She advertisesnaive naturalismas neitherphysicalistnor Cartesian. Hornsbyclaims thatthe mind-bodyproblem as currentlydiscussed,
that is, the question of how the mind fitsinto nature,arises because contemporaryanalyticphilosophers have an overlyscientisticview of nature
restrictingtheirconcept of nature to whatevercan be the proper subject
matterof science. In her view,ifnaive naturalismwere adopted, the mindbody problem,as it is currentlydiscussed,would disappear.Hornsbyis thus
a member of thatvenerable traditionof English philosopherswho see the
mind-bodyproblem as arising through an excessive fascinationwith science.
Hornsby says that the 'naive' of 'naive naturalism'is to be understood
as qualifying'nature.' As I understand it, her view is that naive nature is
nature as presented by common sense prior to the sophisticationsof science and philosophy.A big part of naive nature is whatshe calls "common
sense psychology."Its subject matterconsistsof persons, their thoughts,
experiences, feelings,actions, and so forth.It includes the general principles (imprecise and perhaps uncodifiable) of charityand rationalitythat
govern our interpretationsand explanations of a person's thoughtsand
actions. Common sense psychology,in her view, is normativeand firstpersonish.In these waysit is quite distinctfromthe objective
viewof nature
had by the scientist.Many of the essaysurge her view that it is a mistake
to see common sense psychologyas a kind of proto-theorysusceptibleto
improvementand explanation by science. Thus, she is at odds withthose
philosophers of mind (for example, Fodor) who see common sense psychologyas a startingpoint fora scientifictheorizingabout the mindwhose
principlesmay be refinedand explained by futurecognitivescience.
According to Hornsby,what makes naive naturalismnaturalisticis its
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rejectionof Cartesiansubstancesand privacy.However,she emphasizesthat
her brand of naturalismis quite differentfromnaturalismas it is understood by most contemporaryphilosophers of mind. These philosophers,
she says,thinkthateverythingin the naturalworld is susceptibleto objective scientificunderstandingand, physicsbeing the fundamentalscience,
theytend to identifynaturalismwithphysicalism.Hornsbyobservesthatto
these "scientific"naturaliststhe mind appears deeply problematic.How,
theyask, can the objectivephysicalworldof science contain common sense
psychology?For them solving the problem requires "naturalizing" the
mind, that is, showinghow the mind-and specifically,
and
intentionality
consciousness-fits into the physicalworld by explaining these featuresin
termsof microphysics.Hornsby thinksthis project is doomed to failure.
Those scientificnaturalistswho share her view (for example, Dennett and
Churchland) will then be committedto holding that common sense psychologyis false and therebyto eliminativismor instrumentalism
about the
mental states posited by common sense psychology.Hornsby thinksthis
consequence is absurd and itsmere possibilityshowsthe inappropriateness
of settingup science as a standardfor common sense psychology.
Hornsby'santiphysicalism
is greatlyinfluencedbyDavidson's anomalous
monism. Like Davidson, she thinksthat the normativeand first-personish
aspects of common sense psychologypreclude itsreductionto physics.Neither Davidson nor Hornsby is completelyclear about what theyconsider
to be the reductionismtheyoppose, but it seems to include anyview (for
example, propertyidentitytheory,functionalism)on which physicalproperties are connected by strict law with intentional mental properties.
HornsbytreatsDavidson's argumentsforirreducibility
as thoughtheywere
well-establishedresults,somethinglike the Pythagoreantheorem, doing
little to explicate or defend them. This is unfortunate,since these argumentsare thought(at least among those who are not alreadybelievers) to
be, at best, obscure. One gets the feelingthat Hornsbyconsidersphilosophers (for example, Fodor and Dretske) who thinkthat some kind of reduction is possible to be, as she saysat one point, "in the gripof a picture"
(42). In any case, her antiphysicalismgoes even furtherthan Davidson's.
According to naive naturalism,mental eventsare not even token-identical
to physicalevents.This claim is quite importantto her view thatcommon
sense psychologyis independent of science. She seems to thinkthatif the
eventsof common sense psychologyare not identicalto the eventsof physics then we should not expect them to be susceptibleto scientificcorrection and explanation.
Hornsby brings to bear a number of considerationsin support of her
nonidentitythesis.The primaryone is her rejectionof a mereologicalprinciple concerningevents.The mereologicalprinciplesaysthatife and f are
any events,then theirfusion,e + f,is a unique event.Hornsbythinksthat
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this principle is required to support the identitythesis. Her idea is that
one is inclined to thinkthat a mental event,sayJ's deciding to go out, is
identical to a physicalevent in J's brain, only because we thinkthatthere
eventsthatoccupy the same spatiois a fusionof microneurophysiological
temporalregion as J's deciding to go out. In an interestingdiscussionshe
argues thatDavidson's principle of the nomological characterof causality
that is a premise for his argumentfor the identitytheorypresupposes the
mereological principle.But Hornsbyargues thatarbitraryfusionsof events
need not be events since they mightnot be causes of anything.For example, according to her, the fusion ofJulius Caesar's death, the battle of
Hastings,and a speech by Edward Heath is not an event since it is not a
cause of anything.One can grantthispoint but stillhold on to the identity
thesis,since it requires not that all fusions of events are events but only
thatcertain ones are: those thatoccupy the same region as mental events.
Nothing in her argumentprecludes identifyingthese with mental events
since theywill satisfyHornsby'scondition that eventsare causes. As far as
I can see, Hornsby'sargumentsat mostundermine some reasons forholding the identitythesis.They don't refuteit.
Hornsby thinksthat even the weakestversion of physicalismentails the
event identitythesis,so if she can refuteit she therebyestablishesantiphysicalism.Whether this is so depends on one's account of events and
one's account of physicalism.On fine-grainedaccounts of events (Kim,
Lewis,Yablo), mentaleventsare not identicalto physicalevents(since they
are instantiationsof mentalproperties),but are realizedbythem.According
to one influentialcharacterizationof physicalism,everypropertyinstantiation is realized by the instantiationof fundamentalphysicalproperties,
and every entityis constituted
by physicalindividuals.This allows for the
existence of events and objects that are not identical to (since theyare
realized by and constitutedby) physicaleventsand objects. For example,
a statuemaybe constitutedat a timebya certainlump of gold not identical
to it, and a feeling of pain may be realized by a neurological event not
identical to it. It is likelythat Kornsbywould reject thisversion of physicalism as well, since ifDavidson's argumentsare sound theywould appear
to be effectiveagainst realization physicalism.But one would like to see
the argumentsthat are supposed to defeat realization physicalismclearly
laid out.
viewslike Hornsby'sface a problem. Hornsbyargues that
Antiphysicalist
beliefs and desires are causes of the actions theyrationallyexplain. She
thinksthatthisis possible even though theydo not fallunder laws and are
not identical to, or realized byphysicalevents.But mental eventsalso have
purelyphysicaleffects.A decision about what word to typeinto my computer resultsin a certain microphysicalcondition in the computer. It is
commonlythought that this effecthas a completelyphysicalcause. The
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question then arises of whether the microphysical effect is overdetermined
by two distinct causes-a

physical and a mental one-or instead the mental
event is identical to or dependent on the physical one. The former seems
ad hoc and awkward, and the latter is at odds with naive naturalism's attempt to place mental events outside the scope of science.
Hornsby's view of the scope of science and what it can teach us about
ourselves and the world is notable. Here are two quotations:
The worldin whichthe mind is accommodated bythe naive naturalistis naively
natural;it containsthe objects thatwe see and we act on; no peculiarlyscientific
method is required to have knowledgeof it. (12)
The metaphysicalpicturewhich calls truth'correspondence withreality',and
which sets factsapart fromhuman thinkingand places them in 'the uninterpreted world', has led to the idea that science sets the standard of truth.To
those in the grip of the picture,science seems uniquelyequipped to determine
the facts.But once the picture is abandoned, science has no special statusin
tellingus what are mattersof fact.Withoutthe picture,then,we are under no
pressure to suppose that common sense psychologicalphenomena 'ought' to
be amenable to explanations of some kind that scientistsgive. (42)
But any person curious about why water expands when it freezes, why the
sky is blue, why the moon looks bigger and redder when on the horizon,
how people can understand sentences they have not previously encountered, and why many perfectly ordinary phenomena accessible to common
sense occur, would expect (and in many cases can find) answers from science. Contra Hornsby, science does have a special status in telling us what
are matters of fact. The reason, of course, is that science is in the business
of constructing theories and explanations and then subjecting them to
experimental test and critical evaluation. Hornsby seems to fear that if
science is allowed this status and if its scope is inclusive, it will somehow
crowd out other human concerns, particularly common sense psychology.
But there is little danger that learning about the neurophysiological and
computational grounding of common sense psychology will refute it. We
can safely predict that science won't tell us that there are no beliefs, for
the same reason that it will not tell us there are no mountains. There
obviously are both mountains and beliefs. And we have reason to believe
that sciences that account for the features of both are possible.
Although I have little sympathy for Hornsby's antiphysicalism and less
for her accusations of "scientism," I do think that SimpleMindedness should
and will be taken quite seriously. Physicalists have as little reason to be
complacent about their views as naive naturalists.
KATALIN BALOG
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